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high performance device, several factors 
that have pivotal impacts on the perovskite 
films are under intense study including 
the crystallization behavior, the deposition 
method, and the reactant components.[4,5]

Several strategies have been studied 
to enhance the crystallinity and surface 
morphology of the active layer via the 
composition of the perovskite precursors. 
By replacing the lead precursor PbI2 with 
PbCl2 or Pb(CH3COO)2, the morphology 
of perovskite film and the device stability 
were strongly influenced due to deceler-
ated crystallization kinetics and selected 
crystallographic orientation.[6,7] For the 
organic iodine precursor, methylammo-
nium iodide (MAI) combined with meth-
ylammonium bromine or formamidine 
iodide (FAI) showed notable changes on 
energy bandgap, thermal or moisture sta-
bility, grain size, and ion migration behav-
iors. This was mainly due to the variation 

of relative ion sizes and lattice structure.[8] Besides the selection 
on lead and organic iodine precursors, some ligand compounds 
that act as electron donor (Lewis-bases) could also greatly affect 
the properties of perovskite films.[9]

Three categories of Lewis-bases can coordinate with PbI2 and 
promote the sequential deposition of perovskite film: O-donor, 
N-donor, and S-donor.[10] Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), is an 
O-donor, and has received much attention for having success-
fully grown uniform and dense perovskite films due to the for-
mation of immediate phase MAI⋅PbI2⋅DMSO, which retarded 
the otherwise rapid reaction between PbI2 and organic iodide in 
solution.[11] Furthermore, an intramolecular exchange process 
between DMSO and FAI was also reported to fabricate FAPbI3 
with a flat and dense surface without volume expansion.[12] 
However, due to the weak coordination between O and Pb, the 
O-donor was easy to escape from the PbI2 framework. This 
often leads to insufficient perovskite grain growth. Perovskite 
films with smooth surfaces and large grains are desired with 
effective photon capture, fast carrier transport, and suppressed 
ion migration.[13] Thus, more stable ligands are needed for the 
fabrication of perovskite films.

A new perovskite precursor and a two-step antisolvent pro-
cessing method were utilized to grow high-quality perovskite 
films. By introducing thiourea into the pristine CH3NH3PbI3 pre-
cursor in equivalent molar ratios, the perovskite films acquired 
the desired morphology. Sequential ethyl acetate (EA) antisolvent 
processing removed the residual thiourea and opened the grain 

The synthesis and growth of perovskite films with controlled crystallinity and 
microstructure for highly efficient and stable solar cells is a critical issue. 
In this work, thiourea is introduced into the CH3NH3PbI3 precursor with 
two-step sequential ethyl acetate (EA) interfacial processing. This is shown 
for the first time to grow compact microsized and monolithically grained 
perovskite films. X-ray diffraction patterns and infrared spectroscopy are 
used to prove that thiourea significantly impacts the perovskite crystallinity 
and morphology by forming the intermediate phase MAIPbI2SC(NH2)2. 
Afterward, the residual thiourea which coursed charge recombination is com-
pletely extracted by the sequential EA processing. The product has improved 
light harvesting, suppressed defect state, and enhanced charge separation 
and transport. The sequentially EA processed perovskite solar cells offer an 
impressive 18.46% power conversion efficiency and excellent stability in 
ambient air. More importantly, the EA postprocessed perovskite solar cells 
also have excellent voltage response under ultraweak light (0.05% sun) with 
promising utility in photodetectors and photoelectric sensors.

1. Introduction

The rapid emergence of hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite 
solar cells has received tremendous interest in the photovoltaic 
field due to cost-effective processing, strong light absorption 
and low nonradiative carrier recombination rates.[1,2] Within the 
unremitting efforts of many researchers worldwide in recent 
years, the solar-to-electrical energy conversion efficiency of 
perovskite solar cells has been dramatically improved to 22.1% 
under 1 sun illumination.[3] To obtain stable and reproducible 
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boundaries to form monolithic perovskite grains. Such pro-
cessed perovskite films that possess enhanced light absorption, 
suppressed surface defect, and accelerated charge separation and 
transport; the power conversion efficiency of the solar cells based 
on such perovskite films reached 18.46% with much enhanced 
stability and repeatability. An excellent voltage response was 
also observed under ultraweak light illumination, potentially for 
photo detector and photoelectric sensor applications.

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1a is a schematic diagram of the deposition of perovskite 
materials by an antisolvent precipitation and sequential solution 

postprocessing. A mixture of MAI, PbI2, and thiourea of equiva-
lent molar ratios was first spread over the entire substrate of 
FTO (F-doped SnO2)/50 nm TiO2 compact layer/100 nm TiO2 
mesoporous layer. Afterward, two-step EA processing was uti-
lized to fabricate pure phase perovskite films. During spinning, 
the antisolvent EA was dripped on the substrate to extract the 
original solution dimethylformamide (DMF) to ensure fast 
crystallization of perovskite intermediate phase. Then, the as-
prepared film was covered with additional EA solution (EA post-
processing without spinning). This remained for 60 s to remove 
the residual reacted thiourea. Finally, highly uniform crystalline 
perovskite was obtained via heating at 90 °C for 30 min.

As shown in Figure 1b, the pristine perovskite film (without 
thiourea containing precursor and EA postprocessing) exhibited 
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Figure 1. a) Schematically fabrication process of perovskite films with thiourea-containing precursor and ethyl acetate postprocessing. b) The XRD pat-
terns of perovskite fabricated under different conditions. All the perovskite films were prepared on the FTO substrates. The intensity of the vertical axis is 
indexed to give the weak peaks higher recognition. c) UV–vis measurement for the three perovskite films—the solid line and the dashed line represent 
absorption and transmittance curve, respectively. The FTO substrate was used as the baseline. d) The steady-state photoluminescence curves emitted 
at 775 nm and were obtained for the perovskite films upon excitation at 445 nm. The inset showed the relative PL intensities of the perovskite films.
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typical diffraction peaks of solution-processed perovskite 
MAPbI3, including several weak peaks and two notable charac-
teristic peaks at 14.2° and 28.4° that correspond to (110) and 
(220), respectively.[14] By introducing thiourea to the perovskite 
precursor, the crystallinity of the perovskite films was signifi-
cantly improved, and the intensity of the peaks were nearly two 
orders of magnitude higher than that of the pristine film. The 
full width at half maxima (FWHM) of the (110) plane was also 
reduced from 0.14° to 0.07°, suggesting increased crystallite 
size and decreased bulk defect.[15] The weak peaks of perovskite 
were almost invisible, indicating that the crystallographic orien-
tation, especially the (110) plane, was strongly induced by the 
presence of thiourea. Such an oriented crystal growth was con-
ducive to the formation of micrometer-sized perovskite grains 
with limited thickness (typically 400–500 nm).[16] Several minor 
peaks were found in the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern. There 
were identified to be the intermediate phase PbI2⋅SC(NH2)2 in 
the inset. After the sequential EA treatment, those peaks disap-
peared completely confirming that EA is a powerful extracting 
agent to remove the residual thiourea. Because there was no 
variation in the position and FWHM of diffraction peaks of 
perovskite with and without EA processing, the thiourea likely 
resided mainly at the surface and/or grain boundaries instead 
of being inserted into the crystal structure.

The ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spectrum and steady-state 
photoluminescence (PL) curves were measured to further 
understand the effect of thiourea and EA postprocessing on the 
optical properties of perovskite films. When compared with the 
pristine film, the film prepared from thiourea containing pre-
cursor showed stronger absorption at the full light absorption 
range (Figure 1c). This was attributed to the increased crystal-
linity, enlarged grain size, and possibly reduced reflection.[17] 
With the sequential EA processing, the light absorption at the 
wavelength above 510 nm significantly enhanced, which was 
mainly due to the reduced surface defects from the interme-
diate phase PbI2⋅SC(NH2)2, while the decreased absorption 
at the short wavelength (below 510 nm) was caused by the 
reduced photon capture of narrow bandgap intermediate phase 
(see Figure S2, Supporting Information). Moreover, the absorp-
tion edge was slightly red-shifted which revealed a narrowed 
bandgap and better energy level distribution to ensure that the 
low energy photons can be captured by perovskite. The trans-
mittance was also measured to better identify the light-absorp-
tion capacity of perovskite materials. Unlike the complicated 
absorption features, perovskite with sequential postprocessing 
showed reduced transmittance at the long-wavelength range 
and almost extinction at the short-wavelength range, as a result 
of enhanced light harvesting efficiency.

To assess the emission properties of the MAPbI3 crystal, 
a quenched steady-state PL spectroscopy study was done 
(Figure 1d). All samples were prepared on the plasma cleaned 
glasses to avoid the influence of charge injection among the 
active layer and electron transfer materials. The perovskite 
emission peak intensities were found to increase upon addition 
of thiourea precursor and EA postprocessing, while the FWHM 
was slightly narrowed for the final product, which indicated the 
reduced surface defect and enhanced crystallinity. The typical 
Stokes shifts centered at ≈770 nm were also observed for all 
the emission peaks, which was in a good agreement with the 

literature.[18] Corresponding to the above absorption result, the 
emission peak positions of the samples with extra variations 
on precursor and processing were red-shifted by 3 and 5 nm, 
which revealed the adjustment of energy level dispersion.

With the new perovskite precursor and EA postprocessing, 
highly crystallized, large grained, and pinhole-free MAPbI3 
films were produced. Figure 2a–f showed the top-view scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the perovskite films 
prepared from three different conditions. The crystal grain size 
increases substantially from 500 nm to over 2 µm, confirmed 
that thiourea in the precursor has exerted a crucial impact on 
the nucleation and subsequent crystal growth processes. With 
the EA postprocessing, grain boundaries blocked by the inter-
mediate phase were opened (Figure 2e,f) resulting in a subtle 
decrease in grain size. Interestingly, the rough and striped 
microstructure that covered the perovskite surface (the insets) 
also disappeared after the solution treatment, which was in 
principal coursed by the interfacial extraction of thiourea. Since 
the rough surface and intensive grain boundaries were reported 
as the most efficient routes for ion migration, the smooth and 
large grained perovskite obtained from the postprocessing was 
promising to provide high efficiency perovskite solar cells with 
less hysteresis.[13]

Given that the opened grain boundary might lead to charge 
leakage between the infiltrated hole transfer material and 
the electron transfer material, the bottom image of perovs-
kite film peeled from FTO substance was also characterized 
in Figure 2g. The grains at the bottom area of the perovskite 
layer were almost linked together, but no apparent gaps were 
observed. This guaranteed valid charge transport in the device. 
As illustrated in the cross-sectional SEM images in Figure 2h, 
the solar cell was stacked in the structural sequence of FTO/
compact TiO2/mesoporous TiO2 and perovskite/perovskite cap-
ping layer/spiro-OMeTAD/Au electrode. The thickness of the 
perovskite capping layer was ≈400 nm, and this was reported as 
the most suitable thickness for both photon capturing and car-
rier transport.[19] More importantly, highly uniform, monolithic 
perovskite grains were observed in the capping layer, which was 
beneficial to the longitudinal electron transport.[20]

The dark brown MAPbI3 films B1 and B3 shown in Figure 3b 
were obtained from Figure 3a after 30 min heat processing, 
while B2 was formed by the first-step EA processing for the fast 
crystallization versus the 3 min thermal treatment on the light 
green transparent film (A2). Unlike the pristine precursor, the 
thiourea-containing precursor does not suffer from the “sixth 
second” problem (only the sixth second was appropriate for 
the film fabrication in the conventional antisolvent method).[21] 
This ensured longer operating time and good repeatability. 
An infrared (IR) spectroscopic study was conducted to clearly 
investigate how thiourea works in the perovskite formation pro-
cess. Figure 3c showed IR spectra for the DMF solution with 
PbI2, thiourea, PbI2⋅thiourea and MAI + PbI2+thiourea. The 
CS stretching vibration was observed at 743 cm−1 for pure thi-
ourea, which was shifted to 717 cm−1 for the compound phase 
PbI2⋅thiourea. This was further shifted to 721 cm−1 for the thio-
urea-containing precursor (see Figure 3d). When PbI2 was com-
bined with thiourea, the force constant of CS decreased due 
to partial electron cloud migration from CS to S⋅Pb, which 
led to the decline of stretching vibration frequency because the 
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frequency was proportional to the square root of force constant 
in the diatomic harmonic motion model.[22] We noted that the 
wavenumber of CS stretching in the thiourea-containing pre-
cursor was lower than that of the PbI2⋅thiourea, which revealed 
the variation of electron density with the competitive effect of 
MAI⋅Pb and (NH2)2CS⋅Pb. Because there were no obvious 
shifts on the peak positions of HI stretching and NH 
bending for the mixture with and without thiourea (Figure S3, 
Supporting Information), thiourea was unlikely to combine 
with MAI in the mixture, and this further verified the precursor 
format to be MAI⋅PbI2⋅SC(NH2)2.

With the above optical, crystallographic and morphology 
analyses, the main chemical reactions involved in the forma-
tion process of monolithic perovskite grains can now be pro-
posed. Figure 3e and Figure S4a (Supporting Information) 
show that the reactants PbI2, MAI, and thiourea were first 
dissolved in DMF solution and combined into the precursor 
MAI⋅PbI2⋅SC(NH2)2, while transparent and light yellow 
mixture was obtained at ambient condition. During the spin 
deposition, the antisolvent EA accelerated the perovskite 
crystallization from the original solution DMF. The EA post-
processing was used to sequentially extract the residual thio-
urea that covered the perovskite surface or inserted in the grain 
boundary. Surprisingly, thiourea was insoluble in EA but was 
extracted in postprocessing, which was attributed to the coor-
dinated DMF that had been ignored. In light of the fact that 
thiourea cannot be entirely dispersed into the extracting agent 

until the DMF molar come to twofold of thiourea (Figure S4b, 
Supporting Information), the existing form of thiourea should 
be SC(NH2)2⋅2DMF. This provided an adequate driving force 
for the dissolution of thiourea in EA solution.

The intermediate phase that formed at the interface of per-
ovskite grains was initially PbI2⋅SC(NH2)2⋅2DMF, which then 
transferred into PbI2⋅SC(NH2)2 under additional thermal 
treatment. With sequential EA surface treatment, DMF was 
rapidly mixed with EA under the driving force of the solvent 
polarity.[23] This resulted in the extraction of SC(NH2)2 due 
to the hydrogen bonding between SC(NH2)2 and DMF mol-
ecules (Figure S5, Supporting Information). However, the 
intermediate phase was found to remain in the perovskite 
film with nonsequential processing (the film was annealed 
for 3 min to remove the combined DMF before surface pro-
cessing; Figure S6, Supporting Information). These data sug-
gested the importance of continuity in the postprocessing and 
also incidentally confirmed the present of SC(NH2)2⋅2DMF. 
Finally, monolithic perovskite grains were formed with opened 
grain boundaries, which were believed to benefit the interfacial 
contact of hole transfer material (HTM) and perovskite. Conse-
quently, interface charge separation was improved.

Figure 4a demonstrates the photovoltaic performance 
of the perovskite solar cells that were prepared under three 
different conditions. The detailed performance param-
eters are summarized and listed in Table 1. Versus the 
solar cells fabricated from the pristine condition, the device 
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Figure 2. SEM images of perovskite films prepared from different conditions: a,d) with pristine perovskite precursor, b,e) with thiourea-containing 
perovskite precursor, c,f) with thiourea-containing perovskite precursor and EA postprocessing. g) Bottom image shows the “thiourea-EA” perovskite 
film peeled from the FTO substrate. h) Cross-section image of the perovskite solar cells fabricated with thiourea containing precursor and ethyl acetate 
postprocessing. The insets in (e) and (f) showed high-resolution images of the perovskite films.
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with thiourea-containing precursor and EA postprocessing 
obtained higher short-circuit current density (JSC), which 
increased from 20.86 to 22.49 mA cm−2. This was mainly due 
to better light absorption and charge transportation. Open-cir-
cuit voltage (VOC) was greatly affected by the relative position 
of quasi-Fermi level in the contacted perovskite and electron 
transfer material (ETM) as well as the defect-induced recombi-
nation in the electron transport channels.[24] Perovskite films 
with large sized grains and fewer surface defects had a lower 

conduction band position. This was beneficial to the band 
alignment of perovskite and ETM.[25,26] With the enlarged 
grains and reduced surface defect, the VOC was significantly 
increased in the sequentially processed perovskite solar cells. 
The fill factor (FF) was the third parameter that determined 
the power conversion efficiency of perovskite solar cells, 
and this was restricted by the complex energy losses from 
the electrode surface reflection, series resistance, and shunt 
resistance.[27]

Adv. Energy Mater. 2017, 7, 1602017
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Figure 3. Photographs of the film a) before and b) after heating processing: A1 (B1), A2 (B2), and A3 (B3) represent the pristine films, thiourea-induced 
films, and sequential EA processed films, respectively. Infrared spectroscopy of the perovskite precursors in c) full scanning range and d) selected 
fingerprint identification zone. e) Schematic reaction process from the precursor to monolithic perovskite grains.
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With sequential postprocessing, the series resistance was 
reduced by the increased crystallinity and enlarged monolithic 
grains, while the shunt resistance increased by the reduced bulk 
and surface defects, leading to improved FF from 0.69 to 0.76. 
The overall photovoltaic performance was greatly elevated from 
14.75% to an impressive efficiency 18.46% for the champion 
solar cells. However, the solar cells with thiourea precursor 
and without sequential surface processing presented both 
diminished JSC and FF and mediocre VOC. This resulted from 
the blocked charge transport[28] and serious charge recombina-
tion[29] produced by the intermediate phase PbI2⋅SC(NH2)2.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2017, 7, 1602017
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Table 1. Parameters of current density–voltage curves and steady-state 
PL obtained from perovskite solar cells when fabricated under different 
conditions.

PSCs Jsc  
[mA cm−2]

Voc  
[V]

FF PCE  
[%]

Average PCE  
[%]

τ1  
[ns]

τ2  
[ns]

Pristine 20.86 1.02 0.69 14.75 13.22 ± 1.94 1.67 24.60

Thiourea 19.04 1.05 0.67 13.38 12.12 ± 1.41 2.11 32.48

Thiourea-EA 22.49 1.10 0.75 18.46 17.57 ± 1.03 1.02 54.68

Figure 4. a) The current density–voltage curves of perovskite solar cells fabricated by different methods. b) Internal photo-to-current efficiency meas-
urement and the corresponding integral current density for the devices fabricated from different precursors. c) The time-solved photoluminescence 
decay at 775 nm obtained for the perovskite films upon excitation at 445 nm. d) Recombination resistance of the solar cells under different biases.  
e) Diffusion coefficient of solar cells at different working voltages of the light source. f) Steady power conversion efficiency curves of solar cells fabricated 
under different conditions (the average PCE is calculated from 100 to 300 s). g) Current density–voltage curve of the sequential processed perovskite 
solar cells with different scanning directions. The scanning range is −0.1 to 1.2 V, while the scanning rate is 10 mV s−1. h) Statistical PCE for the per-
ovskite solar cells (from 30 samples for each condition). i) Long-term stability of solar cells for 50 d. All devices were stored in the dark in ambient air 
(humidity: 10%–50%, temperature: 10–25 °C).
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To understand the origin of these variations in solar cells 
performance, several photoelectric and electrochemistry experi-
ments were performed. Figure 4b shows that the internal photo-
to-current efficiency spectrum (IPCE) of the solar cells investi-
gated the changes in JSC. A broad IPCE plateau of over 85% 
between 400 and 700 nm was observed for the EA sequential 
processed device. The integrated current density corresponding 
to JSC was calculated to be 19.88, 18.14, and 21.63 mA cm−2 for 
the three solar cells, respectively. These were quite consistent 
with the current density obtained from the J–V curves.

Trap states were typically observed in perovskite, and these 
have serious negative impacts on photovoltaic performance.[30] 
The trap states were likely caused by electron–phonon cou-
pling, which strengthened the positions where the crystal 
structure was most susceptible to deformation.[31] A time-
resolved PL technique was employed to check trap state den-
sity in the active layers, which were fabricated under different 
conditions (Figure 4c). The spectra of the perovskite films on 
the TiO2 nanoparticle coated glass monitored at the peak emis-
sion (770 nm) could be fitted to biexponential decays with a fast 
component τ1 and a slow component τ2, while the detailed fit 
data are listed in Table 1. The fast decay component could be 
assigned to the interfacial charge separation property, while the 
slow component corresponded to a nonradiative recombination 
property of the bulk materials.[32] The faster τ1 and slower τ2 of 
fluorescence decay for the sequential processed perovskite layer 
attested to the suppressed nonradiative recombination induced 
by the trap state. This promoted interfacial charge separation, 
resulting from the higher crystal quality of the monolithic per-
ovskite grains.

The fast component τ1 of the perovskite films both 
approached 1 ns, which is the detection limit of PL decay. Thus, 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and intensity 
modulated photocurrent/photovoltage spectroscopy (IMPS/
IMVS) were utilized to monitor the interfacial properties of 
the perovskite solar cell system. The recombination resistance 
(Rrec) in the simulated equivalent circuit (Figure S8, Supporting 
Information) consisted of the interfacial resistances of perovs-
kite/electron selective layer (ETL) and perovskite/HTM.[33,34] As 

reported in the literature,[35] R

V

q

nk T

d lg( )

d 2.303
rec

B

= , lg(Rrec) was 

inversely proportional to the applied voltage (Figure 4d). The 
enhanced recombination resistance of the sequential processed 
perovskite solar cells revealed reduced surface defect states and 
thus reduced charge leakage, leading to significantly improved 
FF and VOC. Similar to Rrec, the carrier diffusion coefficient 
(Figure 4e) determined from the IMPS/IMVS spectra was 
doubled for the sequential processed solar cell. Therefore, the 
overall photovoltaic performance of the sequential processed 
solar cells was notably improved including the enhanced light 
harvesting, accelerated electron transport and separation, and 
reduced defects.

The perovskite solar cells with different durations of EA 
postprocessing and different thiourea concentrates were 
also investigated. According to the XRD patterns shown in 
Figure S9 (Supporting Information), the thiourea was not 
entirely extracted by EA postprocessing until 60 s. While longer 
processing times might lead to unexpected chemical corro-
sion on the crystal surface, the perovskite film with 60 s EA 

treatment exhibited better light absorption at the long-wave-
length range (Figure S10, Supporting Information). Figure S11 
(Supporting Information) shows that the photovoltaic perfor-
mance first increased with prolonged processing time and then 
slightly declined at times over 60 s. In addition, the devices pre-
pared from the perovskite precursor with equimolar equivalents 
of thiourea demonstrated the best performance (Figure S12 and 
Table S2, Supporting Information).

To further confirm the reliability of the solar cells prepared 
via different fabrication conditions, the steady-state power 
conversion efficiency (PCE) was measured under constant 
bias that equals to the voltage of the maximum power point[36] 
(Figure 4f). An average PCE of 18.05% was seen for the sequen-
tially processed solar cell.

Hysteresis was an important issue in estimating the actual 
PCE,[37] and thus the current density–voltage curves of the 
sequential processed solar cell were also collected with the 
forward and the reverse directions (Figure 4g). The results 
summarized in the inset show that the device with large and 
monolithic grains had 0.52% PCE hysteresis, this is lower 
than most of MAPbI3-based perovskite solar cells as reported 
in the literature.[38,39] The hysteresis was shown to be caused 
by the migration of MA+ and I− along the crystal surface and 
grain boundaries. This was inherent property of the material 
that was difficult to completely eliminate.[40] Moreover, the sta-
tistic PCE histogram of the solar cells along with the Gaussian 
fitting[41] was also illustrated in Figure 4h. For the EA sequen-
tially processed solar cells, it had an impressive average PCE 
of 17.57 ± 1.03% over 30 devices, which demonstrated the out-
standing reproducibility.

Long-term stability is one of the most critical challenges of 
perovskite solar cells from the transition stage to practical appli-
cations.[42] The PCE of the fabricated solar cells as a function of 
storage time is presented in Figure 4i. Clearly, the sequentially 
processed solar cell had excellent stability against erosion in the 
ambient air. After 50 d of storage, the solar cells based on per-
ovskite films with EA postprocessing retained over 85% of the 
initial PCE, while the pristine solar cells lowered to less than 
20% in 43 d. Such superb ambient air stability could be attrib-
uted to the monolithically grained morphology, high crystal-
linity, and decreased surface defects. This lessened the vulner-
able sites when exposed in humid air.[33,43] The fast degradation 
of the thiourea assisted perovskite solar cell was resulted from 
the numerous surface defects introduced by the intermediate 
phase.

Perovskite is useful in other optoelectronic devices 
including photodetectors and photoelectric sensor because of 
its high extinction coefficient, long carrier lifetime, and diffu-
sion length.[44] To investigate the light responsiveness of the 
perovskite films with monolithic grains, the steady-state pho-
togenerated voltage was monitored with constant incident light 
intensity. As shown in Figure 5a, the sequentially processed 
solar cell exhibited stable voltage output, which was comparable 
to the inorganic silicon solar cell. Due to the possible photo-
degradation and ion migration behavior in the active layer, the 
voltage of the pristine solar cell slightly declined over time.

Figure 5b demonstrated the dependence of VOC on the illu-
minated light intensity ϕ. To avoid the influence of trap states 
under a weak light illumination, the simulated lines were fitted 

Adv. Energy Mater. 2017, 7, 1602017
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from the light intensities higher than 0.1 sun. The diode ide-
ality factor, n, was commonly used to describe the dependence 
of applied light intensity and voltage.[45] This was defined as 

n
q

k T

V

lgB

oc

2.303
d

d ( )ϕ
= ⋅ . In theory, n could take different values 

between 1 and 3, depending on the recombination mechanism. 
The fitted values of light ideality factor were both located at 1–2, 
which indicated Shockley–Read–Hall trap-assisted recombina-
tion.[46] The sequentially processed perovskite with n3 = 1.022 
specified the recombination was limited by minority carrier, 
while the recombination in the pristine perovskite was limited 
by both types carrier with n2 = 1.930.[35]

Figure 5c,d presented and compared the steady-state voltage 
response of the three devices under ultraweak light illumina-
tion (0.05% sun). The sequentially processed perovskite solar 
cell showed 0.86 V voltage output, which was much higher than 
that of the other two devices. This offered highly recognizable 
voltage signal for the applications in photodetectors and pho-
toelectric sensors. As the light intensity decreased to values 
unrecognized by silicon solar cell (much lower than 0.01% sun), 
there was still remarkable voltage signal from the sequentially 
processed solar cell (Figure S12, Supporting Information). Col-
lectively, the large, smooth, and monolithic CH3NH3PbI3 was 
promising in applications for ultraweak light detection and 
recognition.

3. Conclusion

A novel perovskite precursor and two-step interfacial pro-
cessing method was developed to synthesize CH3NH3PbI3 
films. By introducing thiourea to the perovskite precursor, the 
crystallization process was effectively controlled, while com-
pact, smooth, and large grained perovskite films were achieved. 
This enhanced crystallinity and enlarged grains, improved 
the light harvesting of thiourea-induced perovskite films 
across the absorption range. However, an intermediate phase 
PbI2⋅SC(NH2)2 was formed by the residual thiourea. This 
increased the interface recombination and further diminished 
the photovoltaic performance. With sequential postprocessing, 
the intermediate phase SC(NH2)2⋅2DMF on the perovskite 
surface and at the grain boundaries was completely extracted 
by the robust hydrogen bonds between DMF and EA solution. 
The monolithic grains with open grain boundaries enhanced 
the contact between monolithic perovskite grains and hole 
transfer materials. This led to faster charge separation at the 
interface. The electron transport was significantly improved 
because the surface defect states were reduced by the sequen-
tial postprocessing. The resulting perovskite solar cells with 
sequential processing demonstrated an impressive power con-
version efficiency of 18.46% and an average steady-state PCE of 
18.05%. With the thiourea-containing precursor and sequential 

Figure 5. a) The steady-state open-circuit voltage curve under 1 sun light illumination. b) The open-circuit voltages under different illuminate intensi-
ties. Voltage response curve under 0.05% sun illumination for c) continuous light and d) intermittent light.
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EA processing, the device reproducibility and stability were 
also greatly improved. More importantly, an excellent voltage 
responsiveness was also observed for the sequentially pro-
cessed perovskite solar cells under ultraweak light illumina-
tion (0.05% sun). This suggests the promising applications in 
photo detectors and photoelectric sensors.

4. Experimental Section
Device Fabrication: TiO2 compact layer was deposited on clean 

FTO substrates with a magnetron sputtering apparatus, while 
annealed in air at 450 °C for 0.5 h. Afterward, the TiO2 nanoparticle 
(18NRT, 1:10 in wt. with ethanol) dispersions were spin-coated on 
the as-prepared substrate with a speed of 5000 r min−1 and heated 
under conditions mentioned above. The perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 films 
were prepared through the following method: first, 159 mg CH3NH3I, 
461 mg PbI2, and 76 mg thiourea were dissolved in 1 mL DMF at the 
ambient temperature. Then, the perovskite film was fabricated on the 
as-prepared ETL in nitrogen atmosphere. Specifically, 50 µL perovskite 
precursor solution was added dropwise onto the substance of FTO/
TiO2 compact layer/thin TiO2 mesoporous layer. After the substrate was 
spun at 4000 r min−1 for at least 10 s, one drop (60 µL) of antisolvent 
ethyl acetate was added on the center of the substrate to facilitate 
quick crystallization of the perovskite. Subsequently, three more drops 
(150–200 µL) of ethyl acetate were added to fully cover the stationary 
film and kept for 60 s. The film prepared without the addition of 
thiourea or EA postprocessing was denoted as pristine, the film without 
EA postprocessing was denoted as thiourea, and the film fabricated 
from the thiourea-containing precursor followed by twice EA processing 
was denoted as thiourea-EA. The as-obtained films were annealed at 
90 °C for 0.5 h. The hole transfer layer was spin-coated at 4000 r min−1 
for 30 s. Finally, the Au electrode was fabricated by thermal evaporation. 
The active area was 0.12 cm2.

Characterization: The XRD was recorded by X-ray diffractometer 
(PANalytical, The Netherlands) with Cu Kα radiation. The absorption and 
transmission spectra were measured by an UV–vis spectrophotometer 
(UV-3600, Shimadzu). The PL spectra and fluorescence decay 
curves were taken out with combined steady state and time resolved 
fluorescence spectrometer (FLS980, Edinburgh). The top-view 
morphologies of the perovskite films and the cross-section images were 
obtained by a high-resolution SEM (SU-8020, Hitachi). The infrared 
spectroscopy was measured by Fourier transform infrared spectrometry 
(VERTEX80v, Bruker). The photovoltaic characteristics and EIS of the 
devices were performed by an electrochemical workstation (Zahner, 
Zennium). The standard sun light (AM 1.5, 100 mW cm−2) was provided 
by a solar simulator (SOL02 series, Crowntech). The IMVS/IMPS were 
also characterized on the electrochemical workstation with the assistant 
of light source Zahner (PP211). The IPCE spectra were measured from 
an accessory of Zahner electrochemical workstation.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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